his life of Freud in the most patronizing manner, there seems little doubt from the reviews that at the time their reception was highly favourable. One of the most successful translations, Freud's 'Psychopathology of Everyday Life' (1901, translation 1914) , remained in print for many years. Originally published by Macmillan in New York and by Fisher Unwin in London, it reached at least 15 impressions (Berm 1930) and was republished by Penguin (1938) , The Modern Library (1938) and Collins (1958) .
In 1909,however, when these translations began, none of the well known publishing houses was involved. The vehicle for these books by Freud and other analysts was a historic but now overlooked venture, the 'Nervous and Mental Disease Monograph Series', from the Nervous and Mental Disease Publishing Co, NY, which was edited by the two eminent American psychiatrists, Smith Ely Jelliffe and William Alanson White (1870 White ( -1937 , who were also the publishers. Jelliffe had been doing editorial work since 1899 for the Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases, which he bought from its owner three years later to become 'Managing Editor and Publisher' with the address of 64 W 56th Street, New York. He and White, who had been friends for some years, were amongst the earliest proponents of psychoanalysis in the USA and had tried to find an American publisher for the analytical texts then beginning to arrive from Europe; but, as White put it, having no success, 'we reached down into our own pockets and started a publishing business'. The first Monograph was White's 'Outline of Psychoanalysis ' (1907) and was followed by many others (No. 83 appeared in 1952) , some on aspects of conventional neurology, like poliomyelitis or brain function, and the remainder on psychiatric topics, many of which are now classics. Examples are Jung's book on dementia praecox or Freud's 'Studies in Hysteria', 'Three Contributions to the Sexual Theory' (1905, translation 1910) and 'The History of the Psychoanalytic Movement' (1914, translation 1917) , all due to Brill, with books by Kraepelin, Abraham, Adler and Bleuler in addition. The early Monographs have a characteristic appearance, being printed on heavy laid paper with uncut edges measuring about 242 x 155 mm and bound in soft brown printed wrappers carrying advertisements for the series. Later on, the wrappers were replaced by brown boards.
A very reasonable criticism of Brill's approach to Freud's work was that, rather than attempting to translate an almost untranslatable German joke or anecdote, he simply replaced it by what he thought to be the nearest English equivalent. Though no doubt a deplorable method for conveying the German text, Brill had the satisfaction of knowing that his equivalent was sometimes used by Freud in preference to the original. He had the further satisfaction that Freud, who was a good linguist, contributed a flattering foreword to the 3rd English edition of his translation of 'The Interpretation of Dreams ' (1932) . Nevertheless, after the early 1920s, Brill ceased to be the predominant translator of Freud's work and was replaced by a number of English workers associated with the International Psycho-Analytical Library (IPL) edited by Ernest Jones. This had originated in the Internationaler Psychoanalytischer Verlag founded in Vienna in January 1919 with Freud, Ferenczi, Rank and von Freund as directors (Jones replaced von Freund a few months later), who subsequently had the idea of printing psychoanalytical texts on the Continent, where costs were low, and then selling them abroad where prices were higher, as in England. This led Jones to set up the International Psycho-Analytical Press in England as an independent organization in order to satisfy English law, with himself as editor, a position he held up to the 52nd book in the series, Rickman's 'Selected Contributions to Psycho-Analysis' (1957) . The first book to be published, 'Addresses on Psycho-Analysis' (1921), by the well known Harvard neurologist, J J Putnam, with preface by Freud, was printed in Vienna for the Press whose address is given on the title page as London, Vienna and New York.
. Initially, the books were distributed in the UK by George Allen & Unwin acting as agents for the Library, and it was only subsequently that both printing and distribution passed to the Hogarth Press which had been founded by Leonard and Virginia Woolf in 1917. How this change came about is a story in itself. According to Leonard's autobiography, the IPL 'did not find the arrangement with Allen & Unwin satisfactory' which led James Strachey to ask the Woolfs to take over the Library in 1924. According to Stanley Unwin, following 'my practice of maintaining an open forum, I ventured to publish a book critical of Freud. That was a heinous offence and the agency was forthwith transferred elsewhere'. The offending book was never named but was, presumably, Wohlgemuth's 'A Critical Examination of Psycho-Analysis' (November 1923) whose dust jacket robustly declared; 'The author shows conclusively that Freud argues continuously in a circle, that nowhere in his writings is there to be found any proof, and that the psycho-analytic doctrine is at variance with ascertained facts of scientific psychology'.
The first title in the IPL to come from the Hogarth Press, according to Leonard Woolf, was Freud's 'Collected Papers' (4 vols, 1924-25) , a heavy commitment for a new publisher, albeit one that proved highly successful. This was the work of seventeen translators, some of whom are well-remembered like Edward Glover and John Rickman, although by far the most outstanding contributors were Joan Riviere , who did much of the editing, and James Strachey (1887 Strachey ( -1967 . The lesser figures should nevertheless be remembered, as a substantial part of the present day Standard Edition of Freud's work is 'based on' or is a 'modified version' of their early translations.
Strachey appears frequently on the sidelines of Bloomsbury memoirs, usually, as a younger brother of Lytton Strachey, though it must be said that the accounts of him at this time in Virginia Woolf's 'Diaries', and in Holroyd's life of Lytton Strachey, are far from flattering. Strachey's entry into analytical circles seems to be described more fully in his obituary of Joan Riviere than in anything written of him directly. They apparently first met at Cambridge while Strachey was an undergraduate, where their contact with psychological questions seems to have been restricted to the Society for Psychical Research. By 1915 Mrs Riviere was being analysed by Ernest Jones; and soon after, her translating of Freud began with 'One of the difficulties of psycho-analysis' (1917, translation 1920) . Shortly after, she met Freud and went to work with him in 1922. Meanwhile, Strachey, who had left Cambridge in 1909 with a pass degree in law, had worked for a time on the Spectator until the end of 1915. He also was in contact with Jones on whose advice he entered medical school as the first step to becoming an analyst, but this lasted only a few weeks. After a spell with the Athenaeum as dramatic critic, he wrote to Freud and in 1920 received an invitation to Vienna which he and his wife Alix, newly married, accepted in the second half of 1920. They had been there a few months when Freud asked them to translate some of his papers, the first of many translations the Stracheys were to undertake in consultation with Freud over the next thirty years.
The Hogarth Press continued to publish the IPL up to and during World War II, when it was even provided with extra paper for a reprint of the 'Collected Papers'. The total number of titles in the Library has now reached 110. The outstanding post-war development has been the 24 volume 'Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works' by Freud (1953-66; the last volume, 'Indexes and Bibliographies', followed in 1974) with Strachey as General Editor, assisted by Anna Freud, Alix Strachey, Alice Tyson and Angela Richards. An initial difficulty, from Leonard Woolf's account, was to determine who held the copyright of each work, notably in the USA, for Freud had apparently assigned them almost haphazardly. In particular, agreement had to be reached with Brill's executors over their interest in the copyright without being committed to using Brill's translations. The prime aim of this edition, as set out in the Editorial Preface to volume 1 (1966), was not merely completeness but the most accurate possible transmission of Freud's text that is feasible in English while conveying a sense of Freud's style of writing; and it is to this edition that the majority of readers presumably turn today, particularly since its publication in paperback by Penguin Books.
Bibliographically, the early IPL books have features which throw light on how their publication was organized (unfortunately, neither George Allen & Unwin nor the Hogarth Press have records surviving from this period). From Woolmer's bibliography of the Press (entries 21, 22), the first titles Hogarth produced were No.4, Freud's 'Beyond the Pleasure Principle' (October 1922) and No.6, his 'Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego' (December 1922) , which are said to have the Hogarth imprint on their upper covers and jackets though not on their title pages. But my copies of these books show no mention of the Hogarth Press and, moreover, these dates of publication precede the break between the IPL and Allen & Unwin, as given by Leonard Woolf (i.e. 1924) which fits the date of Wohlgemuth's book (November 1923) . This discrepancy may well arise III the following way. First, I have not yet seen a book with the Hogarth Press mentioned on its upper cover. In my collection, lacking the jackets, the upper cover presents one of two appearances: either it carries the title and author (and sometimes 'The International Psycho-Analytical Library No . . . .' at the head and 'The International Psycho-Analytical Press' at the tail; and the tail of the spine reads the same or is blank, depending on its width); or the upper cover is blank and the tail of the spine reads 'Hogarth Press & The Institute of Psycho-Analysis'. My tentative rule is, therefore, that no book bound by the Hogarth Press has printing on its upper cover. Second, a given text can occur in either binding, as with my copies of No. I, Putnam's 'Addresses' (similar copies are in the Library of the Institute of Psycho-Analysis). One binding has just the title and author on the upper cover; whereas the upper cover of the other copy is blank with 'Hogarth Press' etc. on the spine. Both copies have identical texts and title pages, including the same faulty letters; the same data (namely, 1921) ; and both were printed in Vienna. The binding stamped 'Hogarth Press' can presumably be accepted as such; so that the other style of binding is presumably to be found on books not bound by Hogarth, very probably in Vienna. The most likely explanation is that when the book was published in 1921, more sheets were printed in Vienna than were bound and that by the time the initial batch of bound volumes had been exhausted, the arrangement with Allen & Unwin had been ended and the residual sheets were therefore sent to the Hogarth Press for binding and distribution. The date on the title page is therefore believed to be the date of printing and not necessarily the date of binding or of publication which may be some years later. In fact, there seems to be no reason to doubt Leonard Woolf when he wrote that Freud's 'Collected Papers' was the first title produced in its entirety by his Press which was to play such an outstanding part in psychonanalytical publishing.
